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JEEP™ eX to TRUSS 

This information is provided as a supplement to current eX Instructions regarding Jeep JT eX rack system 
mating to 19” (482mm) TRUSS systems.  

The images contained here are specifically for mating the 3256 adapter between FH TRUSS systems and 
JT eX Alpha/Bravo rack systems and cover only the placement, alignment and hardware assortment for 
that task. 

For specific information on assembly, torque specifications, load restrictions, etc… please refer to the 
installation guide for upTOP eX products. 
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Figure 1 
3256 Adapter Placement 

The adapter plates will attach to the load bars provided with the TRUSS as shown in the illustration 
above. The REAR 3256 plates will face the tailgate and the FRONT 3256 plates will face the cab. 

When you reference the load bars for your eX JT defer to the EXACT same load bars/slot placement 
as the eXSB rack systems. (Load Bar 2 and 6) 
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Figure 2 
Threaded Insert Placement (Passenger Side Rear Shown) 

The 3256 adapters will attach to the load bars with the provided threaded inserts. These are the same 
type of threaded inserts that secure the load bars to the TRUSS legs and will use the same type of 
hardware and torque specifications. 

The 3256 adapters feature a knock out for optional scenePOD lighting to be installed if you wish. 

You will need to remove the load bar end caps from the TRUSS load bars to install the threaded 
inserts. You can re-install the load bar end caps after the JT eX and TRUSS are properly mated. 

The threaded inserts pictures will be required for EACH of the four (4) 3256 adapters provided in the 
kit. 
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Figure 3 
Hardware Installation 

Each threaded insert is tapped 1/4-20 and accepts three (3) sets of hardware. Each hardware set 
consists of the following: 
• 1/4-20x.625” Button Head Bolt 
• SS 1/4 Lock Washer 
• SS 1/4 Flat Washer 

Align the 3256 adapters to the load bars on the TRUSS and JT eX rack and using a 5/32” Allen wrench 
start al the hardware as shown. 

TOOLS REQUIRED: 
• VC3 Thread Locking Compound 
• 5/32 Allen wrench 
• Tape Measure 

NOTE 
The included VC3 thread locking compound is a specialized chemical compound designed to 
combat the intense vibration and inertial forces applied to the TRUSS system when operated off 
road.  

The compound should be applied to the exposed threads of any fastener that requires the 
application and allowed to air dry for 15-20 minutes before installing the fastener.  

VC3 dries to a gummy consistency that acts as a shock absorber for your hardware.
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Figure 4 
3256 Adapter Orientation 
REAR View 

The DRIVER side REAR of the vehicle is pictured at the LEFT of the image. 

Install the 3256 adapters to load bars 2/6 of the eX JT and proceed to the instructions for eXSB racks 
found in the instructions written for the eX racks. 


